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Economics can be many things but

will always ask you to think why some

people have more than do others,

even if we are all trying our best. It

can focus on stories and intuition

about this inequality. It can focus on

technical representations of and

research into this problem.

 

Our department can prepare you for

any approach that you like. We can

also teach you how to analyze data  

 

statistically for many purposes. Our

students get excellent jobs and

offers for further study. Even as a

minor with other majors, economics

can prepare you for a rich personal

and professional life.
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I was exceptionally grateful to be enrolled in the Faculty of

Social Sciences because the breadth of the interdisciplinary

training established a coherent intellectual base for me to

understand regional and international affairs from various

angles. The courses' relevance to our everyday life emphasize

on humanities and provide insights into the real world. Our

close rapport with professors and mentors allowed analysis and

discussion over feasibility of theories and practical application

of current policies.

DAI Xiaoyi (UG, 2016)

Senior Business Analyst, China Mobile HK

Jason WONG Chee Haung (UG, 2018)
Risk Analyst, Deloitte

The courses offered by our department cover a wide range of

areas in Economics and the small-size classes allow us to keep

good relationships with professors. Apart from studying, our

department provides research-oriented internship opportunities

for Economics students. This experience broaden my horizon

and improve my data analysis skills. The critical thinking,

knowledge and technique skills that I learned through the

integrated curriculum set up a solid foundation for me to pursue

a higher level of study.

LI Xuan (MPhil, 2018)
PhD Student, Boston University
MPhil program in Economics at Lingnan University is a

great program. One could receive enough attention and

guidance from his/her supervisors. Professors are

knowledgeable and helpful. They are willing to help

students to do rigorous and serious research. The

department provides rich resource to students like inviting

scholars to present their ongoing works, organizing

international conferences, providing generous conference

funding and sending students abroad to attend

workshops or summer schools.


